
US President Donald Trump has engaged in denuclearisation talks with North Korean leader
Kim Jong-un. Although the negotiations failed to achieve substantial results, it was the first time

that the heads of the US and North Korea had engaged in direct talks since the creation
of the Democratic Republic of North Korea. From the 8-2-19 Sputniknews.com article,

Mike Pompeo Says China Has Been Helpful In Engaging North Korea

Top North Korean official commits to bolstering military ties with China
(From NKNews.org, 8-19-19)

EDITOR'S NOTE:
There will be no 'new world order' until Satan and his angels are cast to earth

at the woe of the fifth trumpet at the beginning of the five month long
hour of temptation. Only then does the one world political system written of

in Revelation 13 come into being which then receives a 'deadly wound' after which
Satan appears as the false christ and it becomes a one world religious system at the

woe of the sixth trumpet. The True Christ will not return until immediately after
the five month long hour of temptation at the woe of the seventh trumpet.

Learn more at MARK13RECORDS.COM  

 RUSSIA GAINS
STRANGLEHOLD

OVER PERSIAN GULF
 (oilprice.com, 8-4-19)

(EXCERPT)
In a potentially catastrophic escalation of tensions

in the Persian Gulf, Russia plans to use Iran’s ports in
Bandar-e-Bushehr and Chabahar as forward military
bases for warships and nuclear submarines, guarded
by hundreds of Special Forces troops under the guise
of ‘military advisers’, and an airbase near Bandar-e-

Bushehr as a hub for 35 Sukhoi Su-57 fighter planes 
OilPrice.com has exclusively been told by senior

sources close to the Iranian regime. 

The next round of joint military exercises in the Indian
Ocean and the Strait of Hormuz will mark the onset of
this in-situ military expansion in Iran, as the Russian

ships involved will be allowed by Iran to use the
facilities in Bandar-e-Bushehr and Chabahar.

Depending on the practical strength of domestic and
international reaction to this, these ships and

Spetsntaz will remain in place and will be expanded in
numbers over the next 50 years. 

This gradual roll-out of Russian capability in a
country  is  the  Kremlin’s  tried  and  tested
operating  procedure  for  leveraging  economic
and/or  political  support  for  a  country  into that
country allowing itself to be used as, effectively,
one large multi-level  forward  military base for
Russia. Exactly the same plan was used, and
remains in place, in Syria...

 ---------------------------------------------------
'A prolonged phase of gradually expanding

cooperation with key Eurasian partners,
both stimulated and arbitrated by America,
can also help to foster the preconditions for
an eventual upgrading of the existing and

increasingly antiquated UN structures.
A new distribution of responsibilities and
privileges can then take into account the

changed realities of global power, so
drastically different from those of 1945.' 

 -Zbigniew Brzezinski,
the last page of
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            Hong Kong is one of the most extreme examples of big finance, neoliberal capitalism in the world.
As a result, many people in Hong Kong are suffering from great economic insecurity in a city with 93 billionaires, second-most of any city.

(EXCERPT) Hong Kong is suffering the effects of being colonized by Britain for more than 150 years following
the Opium Wars. The British put in place a capitalist economic system and Hong Kong has had no history of self-rule.

When Britain left, it negotiated an agreement that prevents China from changing Hong Kong’s political
and economic systems for 50 years by making Hong Kong a Special Administrative Region (SAR).

China cannot solve the suffering of the people of Hong Kong. This ‘One Country, Two Systems’ approach means
the extreme capitalism of Hong Kong exists alongside, but separate from, China’s socialized system.

Hong Kong has an unusual political system. For example, half the seats in the legislature
are required to represent business interests meaning corporate interests vote on legislation.

Hong Kong is a center for big finance and also a center of financial crimes. Between 2013 and 2017,
the number of suspicious transactions reported to law enforcement agencies rocketed from 32,907 to 92,115. 

There has been a small number of prosecutions, which dropped from a high of 167 in 2014
to 103 in 2017. Convictions dropped to only one person sentenced to more than six years behind bars in 2017.

The problem is neither the extradition bill that was used to ignite protests nor China,
the problems are Hong Kong’s economy and governance.

Saudi Arabia and the UAE, increasingly wary allies of one another in the War on Yemen, are poised to sharpen their competition
in the Red Sea-Horn of Africa region to the point of becoming “frenemies” amidst both parties’ efforts to forge different

coalitions in this strategic space through which the vast majority of European-Asian trade traverses.

Most observers agree that the UAE’s planned military drawdown from Yemen sharpened the competition
between that country and its Saudi allies in the war, but the fact of the matter is that the general dynamic of these two

GCC countries becoming rivals of one another actually started at the onset of that campaign.

The Emirates leveraged its influence in the Horn of Africa to set up a military base in Eritrea, after which it helped
broker an historic peace between that nation and its Ethiopian neighbor. This gave Abu Dhabi strategic depth

in Africa’s second most populous state and its fastest growing economy, which also happens to be Beijing’s top
partner in the continent and a promising future exporter of large-scale agricultural products to the Gulf.
While that was happening, the UAE also solidified its military control over Yemen’s island of Socotra at

the entrance to the Gulf of Aden on top of reinforcing its influence in the breakaway region of “Somaliland”,
which altogether resulted in it becoming a transregional power in de-facto control of the strategic space

through which the vast majority of European-Asian trade traverses.

The UAE already appears to be hedging its bets and preparing for the possibility of pivoting away from the Saudis
if need be in spite of Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Zayed (MBZ) 
being his Saudi counterpart Mohammed Bin Salman‘s (MBS) unofficial mentor.
The Emirates just entered into maritime talks with Iran for the first time in years...

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/05/17/the-10-cities-with-the-most-billionaires.html
https://lobelog.com/the-uae-and-irans-maritime-talks/
https://orientalreview.org/2018/08/08/the-uaes-ethiopian-eritrean-mediation-confirms-that-its-a-transregional-power/
https://orientalreview.org/2018/04/12/what-does-the-uae-stand-to-gain-by-destabilizing-somalia/
https://sputniknews.com/radio_trendstorm/201805121064330710-yemen-socotra-the-uae-eighth-emirate/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/did-ansar-allah-really-just-win-yemeni-war/5685403
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/hong-kong-law-and-crime/article/2144582/can-hong-kong-win-fight-against-dirty-money
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/hong-kong-law-and-crime/article/2143855/revealed-number-suspicious-financial
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